
Dimensions: 42x23x75cm / 16.5”x9”x3” 
Weight:  TBD
Case Quantity: 6
Case Dimensions: TBD
Case Weight : TBD

Short Synopsis 30 min 2-5 8+

Welcome to Sushi Boat!

We are proud to o�er you the �nest delicacies, hand-crafted by our master sushi chef. 

Are you new to conveyor belt sushi? You’ll love it! 

Our chef Akiko, creates masterpieces and places them on the belt, which brings the 
sushi right to you. Just grab whatever looks good as it passes by and enjoy! Our sta� is 
also on hand to help you if you need it. 

So take a seat - it’s all you can eat!
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One Sentence Summary: 
Sushi Boat is the fast, fun party game that's guaranteed to make you hungry! Compete against 
other players to swipe the most sushi.

Elevator pitch:
Sushi Boat is a worker-placement style game with a high-quality wooden board and molded 
dishes. Gameplay revolves around di�erent sushi traveling along the conveyor belt around the 
board. Players place their workers to try and collect various plates for scoring. Don’t wait too 
long in grabbing your dishes or they might slide right o� the belt into the trash! You’ll employ a 
variety of tactics in how you choose what actions to take, what cards to play, and when. Gain the 
best collection of dishes consumed to win!

Unique Selling points (USPs):

Contents:

• Strong Table Presence - Gorgeous and eye-catching art, and high-quality components
featuring a dynamic, wooden game board that changes as sushi is eaten and added,  with deli-
cious-looking sushi molded disheson the plates and yummy side dishes.
• A family friendly set collection game - It’s a light family-friendly game in both theme and
mechanics. And in doing so, captures the fun of board gaming
• Easy to Teach & Learn - Sushi Boat is easy (and fun!) to learn, even for younger gamers, but
can prove challenging enough to keep gamers of all ages coming back for another serving.
• Replayability - An innovative, tasty and fun game with tons of replayability and an optional
rule, Menu Pairings to get things HOT!


